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Goo ISHIKAwA Denote by I ~ I (N, K ) the set of C'" isotropic' embeddings i:N -+M with i(N) c K , endowed with the Whit ney {)aJ topology.
As local modes for singularities of isotropic mappings, we prepare isotropi c map_ germsin,A:' Consider the cotangent bundle T*lR ri with canonical coordinates ql l ''' , qn; Pl > ... , Pn and with the symplectic form w = L f-I dp, 1\ dq,_ Besides, consider the space IR" with coordinates X I ' ••• , x n . Then We remark that eachin,A: is a polynomial mapping of kernel rank one and of very simple form , and t hat i t is a topological embedding.
We intend to classify isotropic map-germs under the follo wing equivalence: In general , letf :N", X-i- (.M2 n , w) and !, :N'1I, x_ (M'211, w' ) be isotropic map -germs, where (.M2 11 , w) and (M '2n, w) ar e symplectic manifolds. We call f symplectically equivalent to l' if there exist a diffeomorphism germ u:N,x_N',x' and a symplectic 
diffeomorphism germ T :M,j(x)-+M', j'(x') , (TOW'
,o is just the zero-section b: IRn, 0 _ T*lR n and is the model for Lagrangian immersions. We remark that any Lagrangian immersion-germs are symplectically equivalent to each other_ . We can write f n, k = f2k, k X Sn-2k-Therefore f1l .k is a suspension off2k,k-We callf211, 11 the 2n-dimensional open Whitney umbrella. This is a fundamental object: however explicit investigations of it have only begun very recently.
Related to the problem of Lagrangian immersion of surfaces to four-dimensional symplectic manifolds, the (two-dimensional) open Whitney umbrellaf2,1 is introduced by Givental' [14] . The mapping (j"" e): R'-+ TOR' x R ~ J' (R', R) defines a Legendrian variety, where e is a generating function off2 , 1 (see Section 1). The wavefront set of t his Legendrian variety is called the composed Whitney umbrella [14] . This object appears as a singularity of a tangent developable from a generic space curve (8, 25 , 27 ]. It appears a lso in the study of relaxation equations with two slow variables [10] .
Open Whitney umbrellas in higher dimension are described in [15] . In that paper, there are interesting characterizations of t hese singularities. For instance, the (image of a) 2n-diroensional open Whitney umbrella is symplectically equivalent to the total space of the conormal bundle of the n-dimensional open swallowtail in 1R2' 11 . (See a lso [4] .) Furthermore, a similar result to Theorem 1 is proved in [15] We should mention that , by Theorem 1 (resp. Theorem 2), for a generic isotropic map-germ arising from one-dimensional symplectic reduction (resp. of kernel rank one), the multip licity merely as a map-germ turns to be the only invariant, under symplectic equivalence. (Notice that also the explicit normal forms are given in Theorems 1 and 2. )
In the usual singularity theory of CaJ mappings, generic map-germs are (topologically) classified by their local algebras (see [22 , 13] for COO-stable germs, and [24, 12] for CO -stable germs). Therefore, it is very interesting to ask whether or not similar results hold for classification of generic isotropic map-germs arising from arbitrary k-dimensional reduction , in other words, for classification of generic isotropi c map-germs of kernel rank k. In the singulari ty theory of mappings, the notion of determinacy is very powerful: see [28, 9] . It is natural to apply this to the study of isotropic mappings. H owever , it is far from trivial and it seems particular to the case treated in this paper that the normal forms of isotropic map-germs are polynomials and that a jet of an isotropic map-germ has a polynomial representative (cf. Section 1), See [4] , for other difficulties in generalizing our results.
We a lso remar~ that there are extensive studies, for instance in [3, 19] , on the symplectic reduction (or push forward in the sense of Janeczko) of a Lagrangian manifold rather than an isotropic manifold, Though an open Whitney umbrella cannot obtain as a reduction of Lagrangian manifold, it a rises as a component of a reduction of Lagrangian ma nifold : see [4 , 17] . This fact seems important for the classification of generic isotropic map-germs of kernel rank 1, under Lagrangian equivalence (Section 1). This classification problem is an interesting generalization of the Lagrangian singularity theory of Lagrangian immersions [2 , 5] . On this direction, we observe the following weak result: Thus, the classification problem of germs of typefn,k under Lagrangian equivalence remains open in t he case n > 2k.
In Section 1, we consider the relation between Lagrangian equivalen ce of isotropic map -germs and R+ -equivalence of generating fun ctions. In Section 2, we study the mod ule of generating functions, in order to reduce gener ating fun ctions to normal forms under R +-equiva lence. Theorem 1 is proved, in the last section, via a transversality argument. \Ve also remark that Theorems 2 and 3 can be proved by a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 1.
Throughout this paper, all manifolds are assumed to be pa racompact of class CtXJ and mappings are also of class OaJ. 1 
. General.ing Junctions and R + -equivalence
Let g = (gi l "" gn) :N, x -+ IRn,
,-,
Conversely , suppose de = Z f_1a,dg" for some a,eEN,x covering g, Define f by p,of= a, and qjOf= gj (1 ~ If I and l' are Lagrange equivalent, then they are symplectically equivalent.
The following notion is a variant of R+ -equivalence in [5] , a nd it is utilized in (11] . Proof Sincej'oo-= ToJ, we see that
Thus e = eoO"~a og+c for some CE IR. Then it suffices to set a = -a +c to see that (e, g) and (e ' , g') are R+ -equivalent. Next suppose that (e,y) and (e',g') are R+-equivalent, and (O',T,a) realizes this equivalence. Define a fibre-preserving symplectic diffeomorphism-germ T: T*lRn, 
t)at(x ,t) t+ (x).
Proof. Since de = 2:.f_-I1plofdxj+vdu, we have aejoxn = v(aujax n ). This leads the required result. u(x', xn) ) and v E En' (1) If v(x', 0) = 0, then fv is an i80tropic lifting of g. (2) Assume that the set-germ of critical point8 of 9 is nowhere den8e. Then any isotropic lifting f of 9 
with Pn of = V is Lagrange equivalent to fv -v(x'. 0)'

Proof. (1) Set e, = J;·v(x',t)(iJuliJt)(x',t)dt. Then we see that iJe,1 iJx; = p; oj, + [v(x', t) (aul ax,) (x', t)]:
:~" (1 "" j "" n -1).
Since v(x',O) = 0, we have de v =fv*O. Hence we have (1).
(2) By Lemma 1-5, a generating function e offis equal to
for some p. Therefore, setting a:
we see t hat e and ev_v(~', O) are R+ -equivalent. Thus , by Proposition 1-4, we have (2).
Example 1·7. Set g~(x', u(x',x .)), and u~x!:" / (k+I)!~L~.:-tx,x" -'/( k -i) !. 
Denote by iT: IRr-l x IR -+ IRT X IR the inclusion defined by
j'(Y1'···'YH;t) ~ (Y1'···'Y'_1,0;t) (I<;r<;n-I).
, Then , set ¢>r = jn-l 0 ... ojr+! : IRr x IR -+ IH!n-l x IR (0 .:s:;; T < n -l ), and 1>"-1 the identity on IR"-l x IR.
Denote by E T + I the IR-algebra of Oa:
has unique maximal ideal m T +1 generated by YI' ""YT and t. Now fix an element of En'
which is a polynomial with respect to t, and assume that a, is an analytic map-germ with a,(O) ~ 0 (I <; i <; k). Then set I sotTopic map-germs
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Step 2: ' We have (b T ), (0 ~ r < n-I ).
Step 3: (aT ) a.nd (b T ) imply (c r ), (0 ::::;;,. < n-l ). For this, first we will show thatji+l is surjective . In fact, let heR,. By (a r ) , .
, Step 4: (a,) and (c,) imply (a"I) ' (0", r < n-I ). We remark that
By (a r ), 1, As the generic condition, we impose that the mapping
is of ,-, ,-, To see Theorem 3, we remark that, for a generic isotropic mappingf:.N2n _ T* Ol~n of kernel rank ~ 1, each point, where the multiplicity off is n+ 1, is isolated. Thus it is sufficien t to add the condition that, at each such point x, 1ToJ:N, x-+1R2n is of kernel rank ODe of multiplicity n+ 1. Since we use only Lagrangian equivalen ces in the proof of Theor em 1, except for exchanging qn and Pn' and this exchanging is not necessary in this case, we see 1:r. is Lagra nge equivalent to IlT' , n'
I sotropic map-germs
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